
M A
N AT U R E  B I N G O

BONUS: Find a star polygon
LEVEL 1 — Inner Square (Green)

LEVEL 2 — Inner Square and Corners (Green and Blue)

LEVEL 3 — Outer Square (Blue and Purple)

LEVEL 4 — Black Out (All Squares) plus BONUS Challenge

•  One Math Bingo card per person OR complete the card 
as a family.

•  The goal is to complete all items in a particular colour 
and shape, depending on what level you are challenging.

•   When you have completed all the items in your level, yell 
“MATH!” and enter the draw online at:  
https://fvrlmathinnature.ourcontest.io/g3ZQkl

T H
SYMMETRY

Find something 
that exhibits mirror 
(bilateral) symmetry

Find an example of 
fractals

Find something that is 
parabolic

Measure the width of a 
leaf in centimeters

Find an example of the 
Voronoi pattern

Find something that 
exhibits rotational 
(radial) symmetry Find a sphere

Find
something > you

and
something < you

Find something on 
your body that comes 

in a pair

Find the Fibonacci 
sequence in the  

human body

Find a circle Find 3 different leaves

Find something that 
has a diameter of 

approximately 5 cm

Find a tree or plant 
that is ¾ the height of 
another tree or plant

Find an example of 
Fibonacci’s spiral

Pick up a stone.
Now find:

a stone < in weight
a stone = in weight
a stone > in weight

GEOMETRY

PATTERNS

FRACTIONS

COMPARISON

PATTERNS

GEOMETRY

COMPARISON

MULTIPLES

SYMMETRY

COUNTING

PATTERNS

PATTERNS

GEOMETRY

MEASUREMENT

MEASUREMENT



MA NATURE 
BINGO 
HINTS

Level 1 — Inner Square
Geometry:  Find a circle (tree rings, 

ripples in water, human eye/
pupil, moon)

Counting: Find 3 different leaves
Comparison:  Find something > you 

(tree larger than you)

Multiples:  Find something on your 
body that comes in a 
pair (eyes, ears)

Level 2 — Inner Square/Corners
Geometry:  Find a sphere (earth, moon, 

sun, orange)

Symmetry:  Find something that 
exhibits mirror (bilateral) 
symmetry (butteryfly wings, 

some leaves, human face)

Patterns:  Find an example of  
Fibonacci’s spiral (snail, fern, 
human ear )

Measurement:  Measure the width of  a 
leaf  in centimeters (measure 
the leaf  from side to side) Level 4 — All Squares + Bonus

Bonus:  Find a star polygon (inside an apple, 
cut sideways through the middle – not stalk 
to stamen)

Level 3 — Outer Square
Geometry:  Find something that is parabolic 

(mountain)

Symmetry:  Find something that exhibits 
rotational (radial) symmetry 
(flowers, spider webs)

Patterns:  Find an example of  the Voronoi 
pattern (dragonfly wings, corn on the cob, 
honeycombs, cells in a leaf, head of  garlic)

Measurement:  Find something that has a 
diameter of  approximately 5cm 
(circular, measured from one side to the 
other through the centre – dandelion)

Fractions:  Find a tree or plant that is ¾ the 
height of  another tree or plant

Patterns:  Find an example of  fractals (tree 
branches)

Comparison:  Pick up a stone. Now find...  
a stone < in weight (lighter)

 a stone = in weight (same weight)

 a stone > in weight (heavier)

Patterns:  Find the Fibonacci sequence in 
the human body (1 nose, 1 mouth, 2 
eyes, 3 limb/finger segments, 5 fingers/toes)
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